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FSA continues its lobby to
readjust tuition percentages
by Mark Schlueb

mented, students in Florida have
yet to pay as little as 25 percent,
The Florida Student Asso- Virella said. Currently, the stuciation asserts that students in dentsnowpay28.69 percent ofthe
the state university system have total amount of education.
Board qfRegents spokesman
been paying more than their
Patrick Riordan said the policy
share of education costs.
Students in Florida state uni- was not binding to future legisversities pay 3.69 percent more latures when it was formed.
"It was agreed that 25 perfor their education than the percentage established under a cent was a reasonable amount,
1986 legislative policy com- but the policy the legislature
monly known as the 25/75 rule, was following doesn't have the
FSA Executive Director Frank weight oflaw," he said.
At the time of the policy's
Virella said last week.
Under this policy, the Legis- adoption, tuition in Florida
lature, the Board ofRegents and ranked among the lowest in the
FSA decided that studet;lts who country, Riordan said. To bring
are legal Florida residents would tuitionto25percent,anincrease
pay 25 percent ofthe total co st of was necessary. FSA agreed to
instruction, and the Legislature support the increase l:>ecause its
. wouldpay75percent. The25/75 members thought the state
rule covers expenses like teach- would continue to fund 75 percent of the cost of education.
ers' salaries.
But almost immediately after,
But since the rule was impleCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FSA cut $110 million from the
budget that would have matched
tuition increases since 1991.
The state university students
"backed into paying more than
25 percent," Riordan said.
"They [the Legislature] said
they wouldn't increase tuition
without matching it," Virella
said. "Two years in a row tuition
increases 15 percent, with no
reciprocal state funding."
'They've reneged on the deal,"
Student B9dY President Jason
DiBona said. ''Without increases
in state dollars, services are going
to become increasingly hollow."
The FSA will promote enforcement of the 25/75 rule duringthe
presidential election. 'We're t.aJking to people while they're still
candidates,"Virella said. ''It's a lot
harder to break a campaign promise than it is to say no when you're
already ~ office."

Sunday's d_e bates attract UCF
students but don't affect many
by Bill Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

About50 UCFresidence hall
students decided to give up "In
Living Color" on Sunday to
watch the first of the three tele~vised presidential debates and
most seemed to come away unchanged by the event.
"Between all ofthem I was sort
of impressed with [Independent
presidential candidate Ross]
Perot," Joe DePinto said. ''But he
made a couple ofhumorous statements."
"I think Perot did a really
good job," Christine Osborn said.
Osborn, a supporter of President George Bush, noted that
Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton did fare better
than she expected.
While her mind remained un:changed, Osborn appreciated
the debates for giving her the
opportunity to hear the opposing viewpoints in more detail
and gain a better understanding of them.
"It didn't change my view,"
Keisha Bell, a Clinton supporter,
said. "I came to hear what the
candidates had to say because I
haven'tbeenkeepingup as much
as I would like to."

"I almost wanted to have
my mind changed," said Jason
Wilson who noted that Perot
''had the audience in the palm
-of his hand. That's important
but not everything. In terms of
actual points, I'd have to say
Clinton [won]."
Andrew Chrovian said he
saw each of the candidates
come out ahead in the indi.
vidual areas in which he expected them to excel: Perot in
economics, Bush in foreign expertise and Clinton in social
programs.
"Unfortunately,"hesaid, "you
can't get the best quality of each
candidate in one person and you
can't make the executive office a
three-man job."
Although the crowd's favorite performance seemed to come
from Perot, students with a definite choice responded about 50:50 between Bush and Clinton
with only one student saying
she planned t.o vote for Perot.
Most present indicated an
intention to vote and only a few
remain undecided.
DePinto is among those still
unsure of which candidate will
finally receive his vote in the
November election.
Registered as an Indepen-

dent, DePinto is seriously looking at Perot because of his businesslike attitude and the fact ·
that he "seemed to have an eye
for the truth and he's not afraid
·of telling it."
Chrovian was another student
who came away from the televiSed
debates still undecided.
''I won't really know for sure
untilfve seen alotmore,"he said.
Among those present who
were undecided, Bush seems to
have fared the worst, mainly
because ofhis attacks on others
and particularly his questioning of Clinton's past.
Even Osborn, a registered
and voting Republican, agreed.
"People change," she said.
"We all make mistakes. We're
all human."
"I don't care about the past,"
DePinto said. "fm worried about
now. I want whoever is going to
do the job."
The debate was not without
its lighter moments, Perot's attitude and answers notwithstanding.
When Bush noted that cocaine
use was down in the U.S., he
rubbed his nose at the same time.
The incongruity of the moment
brought laughter from the audience.

CLASSIFIEDS page 5

Bike Works employee Tory Sargent fixes a Trek 400. The
company fixes bikes On ·campUS. (Bever1y Britton/FUTURE)

SG votes to alter statutes
Dr. LeVesterTubbs, vice president for Student Affairs, said the
STAFF WRITER
handbook takes precedence over
SG senators will vote Thurs- any statutes created by SG.
Patton said he discovered
day on a bill to change statutes
that conflict with tlie Golden the conflict with the handbook
Rule Handbook.
when several students wanted
According to the handbook, to appeal the minimum restudents who do not meet mini- quirements to be senators durmum requirements to be an SG ing the recent elections.
member must appeal to
'I Coordinator of Student
the Eligibility Appeals ..t.J:~:
· !1 ~ Affairs April Bonfanti,
·
;}1 -~ ,. · ~ - ~· '. who serves on the EligiCommittee.
However, in 1989 ~-. <@ ~~'( bility Appeals Committee, said that she was
senators gave the Sen- ' "'s /
. ~ tudcnt
.
a te El ections
an d Ap- :. Government
unaware th a tSG' s statutes had been changed.
pointments Committee
the right to hear these appeals.
According to Bonfanti, in the
SG Attorney General Dave time since the conflict was discovPatton said the original bill ere- ered a few weeks ago, the commitates a conflict of interest because tee has reviewed several appeals
~e university never granted SG from students in SG.
the right to hear its own appeals."
Tubbs said the decisions made
He said the handbook's ap- overthepastseveralyearsbythe
peal process is necessary to give ElectionsandAppointmentsComstudents the opportunity to ap- mitt.ee will stand
peal through an "impartial, objective committee."
SG continued page 4

by Jennifer M. Burgess
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MOCK RAPE TRIAL
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WHEN: OCTOBER 141 1992

•

TIME: 'l:OO PM
WHERE: STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM

PURPOSE: TO MAKE THE COMMUNITY AWARE OF ACQUAINTANCE RAPE

•

SPONSORED BY:
SexRespect
Phi Alpha Delta
Women of Rollins
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•
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I love my new home in lJJatcher's I.anding. For less than my
parents and I were paying for my nohy, aamped aparlment,
1W got a spadous pbE and mom and dad have a cool
vacarion hoine. Plus, with all this peam and quiel, I
can re.ally CXJnCelllTtD on my

•
•

studie.5s.

•

•
For more infonnation can

382-0400

or come by for a personal tour and
don't forget to brtng mom and dad!

•
•

Thatcher's Landing is a
quiet neighborhood of low
maintenance 2and 3bedroom homes conveniently
located to UCF.
Some of the homes' many fe.atures indude security system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker,
vertical blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios.

When ies time for fun and relaxation
you can enjoy the pool at Thatcher's Landing or
the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterford Lakes
which indudes tennis and basketball courts, an
Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths
and lakes.

*Sales price $66,490. ]))wri lll)'Il'lellt $19,990. Mortgage amount $46,500. ~ ona 30yearFIXfd Rate~ at8 l/4%over life of loon. Years - 1-30 ~ $34912.
Property taxes. insurance& HOA dues est at $190.00. MonthlY.12yments-$53922.
_

1 Colonial Dr.

Conveniently

located to UCF
on the corner
of Alafaya and
L1ke Underl1ill.
Follow the signs to
Thatchers Landing.
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Indian artist breaks boundaries

CRAFTY LADY

.J

Lisa Clark arranges the ethnic jewelry and clothing that
she sells in front of the Student Center each Monday
and Wednesday. (Beverly Britton/FUTURE)

As the University of Central Florida's Visual Arts
Building begins its first full
year of use, administrators in
the fine arts department want
to initiate a series of talks and
presentations from area and
visiting artists.
To that end, a lecture was
presented on Friday as James
Luna appeared in the art history lecture room to discuss
his work as a performance and
visual artist. Introduced by Dr.
Francis Martin, Jr., acting department chairperson of the
art department, the talk was
the first of what Martin said
he hoped would become a continuing series.
There was a bit of irony in
the fact that Luna is finishing
up his three-week tenure as an
artist-in-residence at the New
Smyrna Beach Atlantic Center for the Arts this week.
After all, this week marks
the 500th anniversary ofChristopher Columbus's discovery
of the western hemisphere, an
event that has not gone unnoticed as having proved detrimental to Native Americans.
And, as a member of the
Luiseno tribe of the LaJolla
Reservation, Luna is certainly
a Native American.
However, if there were any
ironic aspects to the situation, it is
almost certain that Luna would
find a way t.o utilize it in his work.

News Bits

After all, irony figures pre- our cultural alive."
In fact, he noted, most
dominantly in his work as a
performanceartist,asdoeshu- Americans pay tribute to the
mor he is able to extract from Indian in terms of cultural
what should be painfulk situa- demise. Luna wants to keep on
tions. He insists that employ- living.
In some cases, Luna twists
ing humor and irony allows
himtopresentrealityinaway the English language to
that lets his viewers interpret present a skewed outlook.
his message at their leisure.
With "High Tech War
"I like to let people make Dance," he bedecks a pair of
their own decisions," he said. name-brand high-top athletic
Besides, he countered, humor shoes with war feathers and
is a strong influthen adds a pair
ence in his culutre ~~~~~~~~ of springs to the
and an aspect of
'1 use any
bottom. In a performance piece,
1ife that most
Americans don't
medium... tO get Luna creates a
my point aaoss. 11 traditional Insee in them. He
points to the absodian sand paintlute humorlessingwhichhethen
ness of Indians as
- James Luna tops with a twoVISITNG ARTIST
cubic foot refrigdepicted in Kevin
erator and then
Costner's hit film
"Dances
With
ceremoniously
Wolves."
places a peace pipe inside of
One of his early pieces, the appliance in an attempt to
"Dead Man's Shoes," as an ex- "preserve the culture."
ample. In it, a white female
Luna sees no boundaries in
mannequin dressed in red art and in presenting his obposes with a leash in her hand servations to viewers.
at each a reproduction of an
"I use any medium I can to
Indian man in headress is teth- get my point across," he said.
ered and rests above a pair of
That list of mediums inmoccasins.
cludes using people. In one
The images ofdeath seem t.o be exhibit, viewers confront a
a recurring theme in Luna's work. mirror while bathed in a red
Death, he noted in-a man- light so that they can see how
ner which again demonstrated they look as a "red" person.
his observation oflife's ironies,
"is something that has kept
LUNA continued page 4

Comm.unity leaders say
UCF is vital to growth
by Darius Samar
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Businesses and agencies as
prestigious as NASA showed up
Oct. 6 to give their input in a
Board of Regents public hear·ing regarding the financial future of UCF and other state
universities.
Many business and community leaders said UCF was essential to the growth and development of Orlando and Central
Florida.
NASA's Bill Rock applauded
UCFs engineering program, calling it brilliant and industrious,
and saying it was an invaluable
resource pool which NASA counts
on year after year for its employment.
Brian Gleason ofStudent Government made the point that UCF

is fast becoming, if not already, a
first-choice universityfor students
and not just a second-choice commuter school.
Speaking for the Daytona
Beach branch of UCF, Brian Ray
illustrated theimportance ofkeeping the branch campus systems
strong so as to grow and diversify
the educational base of UCF for
the benefit of Central Florida as a
whole.
UCF alumnus and lawyer Ti co
Perez said the university gave
many resources to the community. More than 75 percent of the
alumni stay in Central Florida t.o
start a career, he said.
Orlando Utilities Commission
PresidentJeny Chicone Jr. said,
''In the past, UCF has jokingly
st.oodforUCan'tFinish.Well,now
it stands for U Can Finish and U
Can Fund."

Clarification
Last Thursday's issue
incorrectly stated that
both men who robbed
the UCFCredit Union
were masked; only one
wore a mask.

If you see or know this man, please contact DetJEgt.
TomGorbasofthe UCFPoliceDepartmentatext. 5993.

••
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HELP US!

FROM PAGE 1
"Whatever'sbeendonehasbeen
done," he said
The Golden Rule Handbook
setsguidelinesfornon-academic
aspects of student life.
Thecurrenthandbooksays students in SG or running for a position in SG must be currently enrolled in six semester hours, have
a UCF and overall GPAof2.0, be
in good arademic and disciplinary
standing and have no holds on
their records.

We need an assistant to help
with paste-up on Mondays and
Wednesdays during mornings
and early afternoons. If you
have or would like to gain experience in this area, come by
the Central Florida Future
Editorial office and talk to
Eddie Offennann. ..

LUNA
FROM PAGE 3
He even uses himself as a
medium.
In one case, he actually
taped himself drinking beer
and whiskey in order to record
the personal change induced
by the alcoholic influences. In
another, Luna lays down in an

exhlbilra~~tingManarl~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

fact, complete with note cards I
describing his o-w n various
scars.
A native of California, Luna
graduated from the University
of California-Irvine. As a beginning 'artist, Luna said he
straddled the Indian and the
popular markets at a time
when, to cr~ate any ethnicallybased art was to be considered
a folk arlist.
This as a time before ~e 'M'
word-multiculturalism,"hesaid
Although startingprimarily
as a visual artist, Luna eventually moved to performance
art where he could employ all
five senses in a way to create
environments that allow him
to "act out, talk about all the ·
shit that was bothering me as
an Indian and as a person."
He came to the forefront
when his work was picked because of the way in which he
combined performance, installation and environment as_well
as displaying modern statements for the Indian nation.
Although he admits that
there are a lot of political implications to his work, he insisted that he is not a political
artist. Luna calls most of his
work as "community-based."
He says that he has "50
years of work in [the] few acres
that surround me."
In many ways, Luna tries to
explain what he means when
describing himself as an Indian artist.
"I don't separate the two
[but] I don't make 'Indian' art,"
he said. He prefers, he said, to
hyphenate the term into
"Americna Indian-artist."
It is because of his own cultural base that he makes the
separation. Although an Indian, Luna is also half Mexican andhegrewupin the midst
of an American pop culture.
"I wasn't born in a teepee,"
he clarified. "I was born in front
of a TV."
Yet, in ways, Luna is able to
combine the diversity of his
own backgrounds to present a
person who ha~ become parl of
society while still retaining individuality.
"In the past a role model
was someone who changed for
the system," he noted.

A -p

M E N T
s
z
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando .
Call about our move-in specials
FOR STUDENTS ONLY
(407) 365-8388

replace humans ...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
•Patients in shock
• Protect against infectioQ
• Bleeding Disorders
• Accident victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
treatments of illness
• New research on life.
threatening diseases
"We would like to compensate you for your
-time when giving the gift of life"
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151

-

A B

T

•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
·• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

s

• Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Setvice
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods Blvd.

•
(

University Blvd.

.

Trek iQto '93 witb a 17ew
Trek 800 fron) BIKE WOJUIS

Let us handle your personal hair care needs

COST CUTTERS®
(FAMILY HAIR CARE)

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Off our regular low prices for salon
quality haircuts, services and products

679-6766

SUNCREST CENTER

•

•

Classfied

The Future

GREEK CORNER

CLUB INFO

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Viking '92-Tradition ... Excellence ...Screw
it, what an incredible social! Thank you
~! Pledges, learn how to play pool
better. Stop holding on to the 8-ball.
Tuesday V-ball vs. SX-6:30. Wed.-Football vs. lXA 5pm. Also B-ball vs. Phidelt
7p.m. Ju.st a friendly note-try 'dis, TriD(1squahfied). NOT! Thanks. Go figure?
BigBro/LilBro retreat is near.

SWAT
SWAT retreat to Miami for Hurricane
relief 10/17. Don't forget our V-ball
games Tuesdays 9:30, tailgates , and
meetings Wed. at 4:00 for info x5841.
2U 4U by us-why weight try it x5841.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
· Than~ Y?U M::.!J. coaches-Cathy,
Claudia, Kim, Kellyn, Michelle Sara &
Elise! Tonight is Composite Picture '@
house 9-11 pm! Game bus ride & after
party Sat. night-call KS for seats.
1

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Chapter Consultant this Wed. 6-8pm
Pres. Board Room. Jim, our thoughts
are with you. Pledges, get those
signatures. Proud to be a Deltasig.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hey bra's, lers keep Wed. night openfree beverage at The Scope 8-2:00 All
welcome. Sat. AXA day in the sun, also
pre-party and ~ busride. Withdrawal
deadline-think about H--study.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congrats ti.M on a very successful
Dolphin Daze! AXA athletics are
looking good. Keep up the good work.
AXA-TIB<I> homecoming coming soon!

AKlf'
Good job pledges! Keep it up! Great
V-Ball games. We're the best! Don't
forget speakers on Sunday and in case
you are bombing in your classes, keep
a smile on your face. Remember withdraw deadline on Fri. 16th. We luv AK'l'!

t.Tt.
ARE YOU READY??
THE ULTIMATE RAVE PARTY SATURDAY! AFTER THE GAME 11 PM-?
AT THE DELT HOUSE ALL WELCOME!
FREE BEER!!!
Now that I have your attention ...AAA
wants all you Frat Men to know we're
psyched for Dolphin Daze!!! We hope
you're ready to have a blast while
helping to fight cancer research! Your
team captains can't wait to meet
you ...we'll see you on Thursday!

PowerLite Cycling
Fun rides Tour rides Trail rides
Meets Oct. 15 at 3pm, Room 214 in
Student Center for more information,
ask for Bill at 381-3984.
There are seven secrets to happiness.
One of them involves an elongated
vegetable. For info on the others
contact: Metropolitan Mission to Myth
Magick and Mysticism (Gay Druids) Box
690206 Orlando FL 32869-0206
The UCF Gay and Lesbian
Student Union will be meeting
on October 15 at 8:30 pm
Call 823-5107 for more info.

ROOMMATES
Apt. to share-Forest Highlands looking
for NS to share apartment-Immediate
occupancy. Call 282-8183 ask for Scott.
F N/S 22+ for 212 $200 + 1/2 util. 5 mi.
UCF. Kathleen 384-7136.
FINS wanted to share 3BR 2BA apt.
pool, patio, alarm, volley/raquet courts,
friendly roommates . Call 679-3264
Lauren, Jane, Christine
Responsible female N/S to share a
2bed/2bath apt. $200mo.+1/3 utilities.
5 miles from UCF. 2 miles from
Valencia. Call 382-9039.
Roommate needed to share 2BA 2BR
prtly furnished apt. 4 miles from UCF
rent is $330 mo male/female Call
Alexander at 382-3340.
House to share N/S 2 miles from UCF.
$325 includes all 366-9391/823-5606.
Female needed to share 2/2 ASAP.
Mostly furnished, $250 per month plus
1/2 utilities, and $150 deposit, 8 miles
from UCF. Call immediately! 384-6484.
Two FINS needed to share clean 3bd/
2bath house in safe neighborhood in
Titusville. $200 per month + 1/3 utl per
room . Call 267-8609.
Female roomate wanted for 2/2 Apt
Own bedroom and bath. Close Lo sci'1ool
Only $163. Please call 275-9721.

Responsible N/S-Ouiet 3/2 house 10
min. from UCF. W/D, D/W, cable , must
love dog. $210 + 1/3 util. 380-3673.

~.

Christian female roommate:
Casselberry area lots of amm~nties!
Rent $180, 1/3 util., 1/3 sec. deposit
Call Karen 696-4831 (leave message)
Luxury apartment at Mission Bay. Male
professional with 2B/2B apt:w/d
vaulted ceilings, microwave, pool. Seeks
serious student to share apt. No pets,
nonsmoking female preferred. $320 +
1/2 Call Michael 671-8948.

-

AUTOS

SERVICES

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes , Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext. S-4628.

GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner to Advanced
Do you want to: Learn basic
chords? Popular songs? or Sharpen
your technique?

VW Golf 88 mint cond., air, cass.stereo,
tinted wind., 5 speed. $4100 080 or
$1000 take over pymt. Call Michelle at
282-7085.
'85 Nissan 200SX, 5-spd, ac, stereo,
excel. cond. $3200 080 382-9609.
Taking best offer! ·
~ar~ blue 1990 Plymouth Laser, grey
1~tenor, ale, am/fm stereo, 5speed, new
tires. Please call Jimmy 382-6605

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

October 13, 1992
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: HELP WANTED
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call DMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
For rent 2 bedroom 1 bath apt. $440.00
a month. Walking distance to UCF
363-5636
Room for rent in a 3 bedroom fully
furnished apartment. Near UCF and in
the laser route. Rent is $210.00 per
month. Call 407-382-8230!
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent. Walking
distance to campus. Available NOW.
$450. David 249-2865. ·
212 apt 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry
dishwasher, fans. $430. 365-7532.
'

FOR SALE
2BR/2BA condo. Walk to UCF $59000.
Amenities and extras. Call 365-9293.
Hunters Reserve condo for sale.
2BDR/2BA , 2 min. from UCF $56,900
366-8511
'82 Yamaha piano, brown oak, exc. con.
$1500 Call 657-7837 or 657-4775, Su.
Pioneer radio cassette deck built in
7band graphic equalizer/spectrum
analyzer, $200 Call (813} 293-1930.
Kitchen table & chairs $35,.dresser $30,
twin bed $50. 366-2384.
Car stereo equip anything you want at
wholesale prices. CD players, amps,
speakers & more. Call 823-4593.

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65
RPS needs p/t package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.)
Summer and Career
Holiday,
employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5418.
Distributors needed-get in on the most
incredible revolutionary product of the
90's. Market potential is unlimited
366-2213.

CALL JEFF 677-4068

TYPISTS
I

WP, EDITING: APA,MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes .
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1 .501678-6735
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
A-1 Stop Office (laser printing)
Special students rates/rush jobs avail.
Term papers & resumes 678-8887
Word Processing Laser Printer
Documents, Resumes, etc.
Call 679-4595.
THE WORD PROCESSORS-Quality
work at reasonable rates. Call 366-0454
or 384-6071

TUTORS
Child care-takers needed.
Part and full time positions
Make $4-$7 hour Call 629-5309.
Have tun selling Tupperware parttime
and fulltime. Be your own boss, set your
hours, no quotas, good income, no start
up cost! 249-0651 .
Arthur Rutenberg Homes is looking for
a male student with a drivers license, .
insurance and suitable vehicle to place
signage in the UCF/Oviedo area each
Friday 4-7pm and retrieve signage each Sunday after 5pm. Compensation will
be $40 per weekend paid bimonthly,
Call Janet at (407) 365-4240.
Wanted. tutor tor High School Senior
Geomentry and English. 658-9286

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/for.mer college instructor
Very experienced
·Call Loretta at 256-1140.

PERSONALS
The UCF Honors Program ·
Congratulates some of its Brawn
among the Brains: Merrill Brick,
David Dyer, Navares Jones, Michael
Raymond, and James Shuler Ill.
First Place TeaM
UCF Threshold Run for the Kids .

~-················-·:····l
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Legislature sold FSA
and students a bad
bill of goods in 1986

L

isten in on any group of 10-year-olds
playing together and you will quickly
see that even at that age they know the
importance of playing by the rules. If one kid
tries to change the rules you will likely hear,
"Hey, that's not fair; you can't do that!"
The Florida Legislature could take a lesson from a 10-year-old the way we see it.
Consider the stunt pulled by the 1986
legislature. Florida resident's contribution
to tuitions was low at that time, less than 25
percent of the total cost, so the legislature
decided to raise it.
To sell this idea, the legislature promised
the Florida Student Association that if the
FSA supported the move to raise the resident's
contributio'n to 25 percent, they would make
it a rule to pay the other 75 percent. Of
course, after the FSA agreed, the legislature
went back on its promise and cut millions
from the education budget.
"Hey, that's not fair; you can't do that!"
Oh, but you're wrong boys and girls; politicians can do that, because what the legislature did when they made the promise was
make it binding only on that particular legisfative session. After 1986, the legislature
was in no way bound to honor their promise,
a detail they evidently failed to mention· at
the time.
As it turns out, residents have never paid
only 25 percent of their tuition; they have
always paid more.
Wouldn't it be nice to be able to change the
rules in the middle of the game to suit your
own advantage?
"Gee, professor, I know I agreed to have my
assignment in by the due date, but I decided
to party o~er the weekend, so I changed the
due date to next week."
ls it any wonder that in this election year
there is a growing movement to "throw the
bums out?"
Admittedly, 28.9 percent is not an obscene
amount to pay for tuition; students in other
states have it much worse.
That additional 3.9 percent is not even too
much more than the 25 percent we are supposed to be paying. _
The thing that upsets us _ and should
upset all of you_·is the way the lemslature
b"

went about this little episode of deception.
The FSA entered into an agreement in
good faith, to have residents pay their fair
share of tuition, but the residents, instead,
got the shaft.
We would like to encourage everyone to
make it a personal rule to vote only for
candidates who will agree to make the 25/75
rule more than just a gentleman's agreement; they need to make it a law.
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Letters

• 'DISSIN' DIBONA
We have the privilege of observingthe birth and early development
of a soon-to-be first-class politician,
right here at little ol' UCF.
Watch carefully as this year
unfolds, and learn well, people, for
we are lucky enough to be able to
witness first hand this extraordinary event. I am talking, of course,
about Jason DiBona.
ltseemsthatJasonDiBonahas
won a Student Government scholarship (surprise!) for $1,500.00,
and sees nothing wrong with accepting it.
As an aspiring leader (notice I
did not say "inspiring"), Jason
should know that to be truly effective, leaders need to first gain the .
trust of those people that they de· sire to lead. And one of the most
important lessons to learn while
seeking the trust of the governed is
this: The appearance ofa conflict of
interest must be avoided at all cost.
The important word here is "appearance" You see, it does not matter whether you actually have a
conflict of interest.
Acting like a politician instead of
aleader,Jasonimmediatelyrushes
to defend himself, without really
thinking it through. The students
do not need an additional reason to
be cynical about our Student Government. ButJasonjustgave them
another big one.
Jason appears to have a conflict
of interest, and this will only add to
thecontemptanddistrustthatmany
students have toward "their" govemment.IfJasondoesnotcarehow
it appears, it is positive proof that
he is only in it for himself, and does

not care about the government, office or UCF
While we are on the subject, just
what in the hell is the Student Government doing giving away my tax
money for scholarships? (yes, it is a
TAX- I do not have the option of
not paying the Student Fees).
WealreadyhaveaFinancialAid
office here on this campus, very
overworked but doing a pretty damn
good job. But they're not dumb
enough to go get their funds from
other college students. StudentGovemment should not be in the scholarship business; they are simply
robbing the poor to give to the poor.
As I recall, last spring Jason personallycameoutstronglyinfavorof
Student Government scholarships,
when others ·were discussing cutting the Student Government libraiy-aid scholarships. Hmmmm.
Thisisthetheoryofscholarships:
Ifyou are well off and have already
met your needs in life and have a
few extra dollars to spare, then givingsomeoneascholarshipiosanice
thing to do. But you do not tax the
poor to send the poor to school.
rm sure that Jason actually believesthatthereisnothingwrongwith
acceptingthescholarship. Power,you
see, is a heady drug, and historically
many actions are rationalized in the
pursuit ofit. But whose real interests
doyouhaveinmind,Jason, UCFsor
your own? Having been President of
the Student Body for two terms will
look very nice when you run for your
next office. Which one is next, Mr.
Politician?
Anyone for term limits?
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•BOOKSTORE
BASHING
just thought I'd pass on a little
information I ran across. The UCF
Bookstore does not accept coupons.
I figured they would want to help
students save money or use
manufacturer's advertising tools.
WRONG!!! I asked why and the
person at the register told me 'This
is a bookstore.' I replied with 'This
is a store.' She repeated her statement. I walked out but my thought
was "So just sell books."
Mark 0 lkiewicz
Computer Science

• STICKING UP FOR
STAFF
I would like to correct the article in
ThursdaySeptember24,1992edition
ofthe Central Florida Future, the one
that was written by Zuaelie Ahmed.
The20membersoftheSearch Committee for a new Provost consists of
administration, faculty students .and
Staff. Mr. Charles Evans, retail store
manager of the Bookstore, is a USPS
employee, who will very capably represent the staff on this committee.
If faculty and students are the
heart and soul of a university, then
the staff is the backbone. We play a
vital part in running this university. USPS employees will no longer
be content with being invisible.
I am sure this was an oversight,
but please be aware that there are
approximately 900 staff members
that also read your paper.

Brian Gore

Carolyn Brochu
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USPS Staff Council
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"New" Germany simply a return to the past?
John Sargent
LOST IN SPACE

L

ike a runner trapped
in an endless marathon through time, bigotry is once again rearing its
ugly head in Germany. The
joyful cries of freedom after
thefalloftheBerlin Wallare
being replaced with cries of
hatred and violence.
As printed in numerous wire reports over the last
couple of weeks, patriotic
drum beating is again echoing in the fatherland, but at what cost?
The desecration ofJewish cemeteries and even an arson
attack on a memorial to those who lost their lives in the
former Nazi death camp of Sachsenhausen are reminiscent of the racial attitudes that were prevalent during
World War IT.
These attitudes seem to have been rekindled after the

end of Soviet occupation of East Germany. Since their concludes that these developments mean World War
-withdrawal, Germanyhasfounditselfin conditions similar III or that a fanatic will once again snatch and pocket
to those present after the first two World Wars. Only this European countries. It is highly unlikely that the
time, there aren't any blown up cities, only wounded pride minority Neo-Nazi population will ever be able to
and for some- a need for revenge. As a result, N eo-Nazis convince the majority in Germany that hatred and
are scapegoating certain religious and ethnic groups for aggression are the pathways to patriotism. The tragtheir domestic problems. Those same old lies are being edies in the past must not be that easily forgotten.
By using Germany for comparison, a similar false sense
thrown around that certain religious and ethic groups are
ofpatriotism is bred by racism and armed conflict in our own
inherently inferior.
Also disturbing is Germany's recent celebration of country. Although not nearly extreme as the behavior in
the 50th Anniversary of Hitler's V-2 "wonder weapon" Germany, we exhibit the same qualities in different ways.
Some in this country recognize that our pride has been
rocket that killed thousands of British citizens during
World War II. This sense of pride in an instrument of diminished due to the loss of our competitiveness. In
death is highly puzzling. Even though the V-2 did response some Americans blame foreign businessmen like
revolutionize rocketry, celebrating its birth would be the Japanese for predatory market practices. If we are so
like commemorating the A-Bomb's contribution to fis- unenlightened that we can't protect our own trading
interests, then we have no right to blame someone else.
sion when it was dropped on Hiroshima.
Talcing center stage in this theater of the a};lsurd is Scapegoating can't sustain patriotism any more than a war
Germany's dumbfounded Chancellor, Helmut Kohl A for oil in the Persian Gulf could.
Whether it's practiced in subtle ways in this country
leader who has seen more boos and tomatoes than Margaret Thatcher, Kohl has said "Aggression toward fQ.reign- or violently in another, racism and armed conflict
ers and anti-Semitism bring disgrace to our country." should never elevate one country's patriotism at the
While condemning the inexcusable practice of racism in expense of another's. Until racism and violence are
replaced with genuine respect for others, a nation can
Germany, he seems powerless to change such behavior.
Being an alarmist would be understatement if one never be truly proud.

Elton Bracey

On and Off Campus
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can't understand why they weren't simply
giventheirdegreethemomenttheysetfoot
on campus. ·They have all of the annoying
I
characteristicsofthepreviouslymentioned
THINK ABOUT IT
/
species - though to a greater degree along with many of their own.
A l Members of this species tend to argue
though part
=with the.professor quite a bit or at least
of what gomake it known that they do not agree
ing to colwith the material being presented. It is
lege is all
not unheard of for members of this speabout is
cies to actually leave their seats, take
learning to
the chalk from a professor's hand, and
interact
alter something the professor has put on
with and be
the board because THEY have a better
tolerant of
way of doing it. No, I am not kidding; I
others who
have actually seen this happen.
may be difMembers ofthis species believe that every
ferent from
random,
inane thought that pops into their
yourself, there is one group on campus
heads is of the utmost importance and relthat, tty as I might, I simply cannot abide.
evance to the class and simply cannot resist
This group falls under the scientific
the temptation to share the thought with everyone.
classification of Gargantuous
Restatus Blantantus Obvious: This is the person
One of the most annoying things about this selfMouthus Colossus. I call them simply, "class big
mouths." There are, however, several sub-species of who feels compelled to restate the blatantly obvious. important species is that many times its members try
Members ofthis species will sit quietly in class, absorb- to be funny. Their "jokes," and I use the word very
this group which bear examination.
Commentus Irreleventus: This is the guy who ing the professor's lecttire or the class discussion; but loosely, are usually so utterly dense and moronic that
manages to inject the class discussion with the most then, when there is a slight pause, he or she will raise they are the only ones left laughing.
These are the type of people who would be killed by
irrelevant comments and then tries to prove that there a point which has already been thoroughly covered and
is some sort of obscure relationship between the two. do itin such a way as to try to convince everyone present their own troops in war time. In fact, I have seen many
make-believe shotguns being loaded and pointed at
This fellow wastes an inordinate amount of the class's that it is an original thought.
Sometimes members of this group will also give an Pompous Bag'O Windus in class. Of course, Porn pus is
time trying to convince everyone that his comment does
example to underscore their "point." Usually, however, too busy laughing at one of those ridiculously stupid
apply to the issue at hand
The most frightening characteristic of this species is this involves an anecdote from their own dismally jokes to notice.
I have often wondered why these people do such of
that he is generally not content to torture a class en pointless lives or worse, a well worn cliche.
Members of this group will almost always sit toward things. Maybe they just like to hear themselves talk masse; he also loves to comer individual classmates to
the front of the class where they can monopolize the certainly, no one else does.
continue his assault on common sense.
In any case, I am sure that most of you know someone
I refer to this species only in the masculine because professor's attention and not have to watch the rest of
I have never run across a female. While this may the class rolling their eyes or putting their heads down who belongs in one of these categories. Some of you may
actually BE one of the people I am referring to.
'
appear to be good because there is virtually no chance on the desk every time he or she starts to speak.
Pompous Bag '0 Windus: This is the archetype, the
If that is the case, please wake up. You are driving
ofreproduction, there is also little cause for celebration,
for I believe that this species is actually a mutation of granddaddy, of all class big mouths. Members of this yourclassmatescrazyandmakinganAnus Gigantus
species seem to think that college is a mere formality and out of yourself.
A\.e next sub-species.

Francis J. Allman

dave bauer I future

UCF STUDENT FILMS
•Third On A Match~ launches TreVista Films

T

he 10-minute UCF student film "Third On
A Match was shot on location in Groveland
at Kim Kahana's Stunt Action farm.
Filmed in 35 millimeter, the Vietnam-war drama
takes place on a set that took roughly three weeks
to construct. Art director Tim. Steinour played an
integral part in designing the three Vietnamese
huts, one of which was partially destroyed by a
well-executed explosion.
This pyrotechnic effect. supervised by Kim
Kahana, was shot on Sept. 27 for a scene where
a grenade goes off and an American soldier narrowly avoids it.
Joette Rigsby, script supervisor, explained the
meaning of the title. "Third On A Match" refers to
_the practice of the Viet Cong snipers using the
sm~ll flame from a match to get the enemy into
their sfghts. When the troops were out in the field
and decided to have a quick smoke, the first
soldier lights the match, passes it on to the second
person. and by the timethe third person gets it the
sniper has had a chance to hone in on him and
shoot. The "third on a match" person is the one
who gets killed.
Florida Southern College student Deborah Craig
plays Mi Lin, the main character: of the film who
witnesses the killing of her father and little sister by
the U.S. troops. In a fit of rage she grabs a g·un and
waits out in the woods for the soldiers to return.
Deborah had this to say about ihe film: "It's a
really good experience, it's a lot offun. I was really
happy that I got the chance to work on it. I'm very
grateful. .. it's been a great project to work on."
The infantry, Johnny Senser <Sang, the interpreter)-Stewart Nils <Sarge)-Tom H. Ferguson
<Bart) and Brian Card (Junior) kept everyone at
,-,

ti

ease with their jocular manner and made the down
time go by quicker. All the cast and crew are
volunteers. dedicating their time and effort to the
incredibly involved process of filmmaking, which
entailed waiting out minor rainstorms and combating incessant mosquitoes.
Director
John
Mcloughlin commented: "We're on schedule for
the first weekend. I think we have plenty of coverage, and I'm very happy. The special effects
people, the grip and gaffer department. the camera department are [allJ doing an excellent job."
When asked about working with the talent he
replied "The professionalism that they've exhibited is excellent. I can't say enough about them,
they've been great."
Card said, "It was very exciting, I really enjoyed
it and I think they did a good job. Card can be seen
as a non-speaking FBI agent in the upcoming
Wesley Snipes action film "Passenger 57."
"Third On A Match was created by three UCF
film students, John Mcloughlin, director, Camilo
Padron, producer, and Robin Cowie, assistant
producer. This trio has comprised their own company, Tre Vista Films and were able to gain financial
assistance and equipment from 42 sponsors, inThey have
cluding Disney-MGM Studios.
been carefully planning this project since March
and expect to have it completed by March or April.
when it will be entered in student film festivals and
also targeted to cable stations. TreVista Films will
also be responsible forthe upcoming comedy" It's
Relative. which will be shot at Disney.
ti

ti

ti

• adam miller
the caitral florida future
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UCF students start film company
War is hell.
nearly 40 different sponsors agreed to help.
Filming it. doubly so.
Among them were Panavision and Disney/MGM
Nevertheless. three UCF film program seniors Studios. Panavision offered use of its 35mm camdecided to undertake the challenge of producing a eras. while Disney/MGM donated use of its sound
~ 10-minute Viet Nam movie entitled "Third on a stage for the production of "It's Relative." Kim
Match."
Kahana. a former stunt double for Charles Bronson,
For the film's three student producers. Robin gave TreVistatheuse of his stuntfarmforthefilming
Cowie, Camilo Pardon and John Mcloughlin of "Third on a Match." .
collectivelyknowna~TreVistaFilms. themoviehas
Once adequate resources were secured, the
meant more than a half year of nonstop work.
actual production began. One of the first things the
"Third on a Match" is different from other student three producers of "Third on aMatch" did was spend
filmsinmanyways. To begin with, itisthefirststudent several days going through other Viet Nam movies,
film in the state of Florida to be shot in 35 mm, which finding parts they liked and studying their styfe.
is the same medium used in commercial films.
Later a crew of 42, all volunteers, was asIts budget is also considerably higher. Most sembled for the making of "Third on _
a Match."
"What we did was create an opportunity for
student films. which are usually shot in 16mm, cost
about $2.000-3,000 to make. "Third on a Match" ourselves. and everyone involved in the project. to
cost$12.000.
move from the world of school to the world of
In addition to "Third on a Match," TreVista is also . filmmaking, Cowie said.
producing two other films. Production on the first
Once the editing and post-production is finfilm, "Illegal Procedure,
ished. "Third on a
began last month. The
Match" will be distribfilmisa five-minutetrailer
uted to cable systems
for a feature- length film
and television stations
throughout the nation.
that Pardon created. Anotherfilm, "lt'sRelative,
TreVista also plans to
will begin production in
enter their film in student competitions.
November at Disney/
MGM Studios.
Aftergraduation,
As is the case with
TreVista plans to incormany student films. getporateasabusinessand
ting the necessary funds
begin to produce films in
to produce a movie can
Florida and the Southprove to be rather diffieast. Pardon, the orgacult.
nizer and coordinator of
"Thebiggestproblem
TreVista. foresees that
we had was starting out
eventuallymorefilmswill
with nothing and knowbe made in Florida.
ing that we had to raise
"To tell the truth,
fifty to sixty thousand
anyplacecanbeamovie
dollars by the end of the
place. The problem that
six month period. You've ,
we have here in Florida is
just got to do it. You'll
with investors and
knock on 10 doors and
money... If. in 10 years,
get maybe one rewe can get those invessponse ... but the idea is
tors to move over here,
tojustkeepgoing.We've Filming the village scenes for 'Third On A
then.yes.alotofproducbeen at it for six months. Match' near Orlando (david bauar1tu1ure)
tionwlltake place here,"
everysingleday," Cowie
Pardon explained.
said.
A number of major films have been s_hot in the
Why go through so much trouble to make a · Orlando area recently. But will Orlando ever
replace Hollywood as the film Mecca? Cowie
student film?
·
"Thebiggestthingyouneed isaproducttoshow doesn't think so.
whenyougetoutofschool.Thebiggestproblem,as
"IThe people working on "Third on a Match"]
far as filmmaking is concerned, is breaking into the all have a dream of filmmaking here in Orlando,
business, because it's such a small, cutthroat com- they all have a dream of a Hollywood East. Up until
petitive business." Cowie explained.
now it has been, pretty much, a let down. But
To go about raising money for production, we're hoping this is a step in the right direction."
T re Vista approached hundreds of potential do" nors. After much hard work and persistence,
• david bauer
the central flor:ida future
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Universal Love' co111es to Orlando

T

omorrow at 9 p.m. Pata Baton brings his high energy "Universal Love" tour to
downtown Orlando's Beach Club.
Since starting his career in a project with his father. Banton has sharpened his
musical mastery to attract fans from around the world with his live
concerts.
If Banton' s concert appearance last year in
Orlando is any indication of what can· be expected tomorrow night, be prepared to sway
and jump with the appropriate rhythms. By singing
songs like "Gwarn," Banton was able to cross the
line that separates a good performer from a great
erformer.
He also encourages audience participation. and by doing so Pata
Banton makes his already
vibrant performances even
more resoundirig.
• shannon graham
the central flonda future
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HOJ MIAMI
PRODUCTIONS
Live at the UCF Arena
RUSSELL SIMMONS
"DEF COMEDY JAM"
Friday, Oct. 23 at 7 P.M.
Tickets on sale at all
"Ticket Master Outlets"
at Gayfers,
Mega Movies,
Sound Warehouse,
and Spec's or call
for your tickets today.
(407) 839-3900

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

OUTLET·
10'% ·student discount on

ro~ular

Belz Factory
Outlet World
Mall2
363-4670

merchandise with UCF ID
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Perhaps one of the most eagerly anticipated releases of this
fall season is R.E.M.'s Automatic For The People, the follow
up to their blockbuster album
Out Of Time.
Automatic For The People is
a change from what one might
expect from the Georgian rockers. It is a remarkably folky and
emotional album, allowing the
band to reach new heights.
The music is often more
acoustic and vocal than on their
previous albums, which tends to
give lead singer Michael Stipe's
voice a feel of tenderness and
care. Aiding to this feel are the

orchestral arrangements, conducted by John Paul Jones Cof
Led Zeppelin), backing many of
the songs.
The . long ballad .. Everybody
Hurts" is a prime example of how
powerful Stipe' s vocals can be,
as he wails out the title/ chorus.
Equally powerful is the tender
ballad "Sweetness Follows,"
where Stipe sings how one
should keep an optimistic view in
life, no matter how catastrophic
life can be.
The first single off the album,
"Drive," is a powerfully roughedged, almost melancholy, song
ofa man's rambling thoughts dur- ·

ing a long drive ... Find The River"
closes the album as a sequel to
.. Drive," telling that the driver
has finally found his goal.
Although much of the album is
acoustic, R.E.M. does include
some of its usual appealing jangle
melodies, such as "Monty Got A
Raw Deal" and the political
"lgnoreland."
The group also shows a more
playful edge, especially on such
songs as "The Sidewinder
Sleeps Tonite" and "Man On
The Moon," a song recalling the
·cultural heroes of the world
through a tribute to late comedian Andy Kaufman, of "Taxi."

F3

R.E.M group members-Mike Mills, Peter Buck, Michael
Stipe, and Bill Berry (Courtesy/ Warner Bros.)
Automatic For The People is
a step up for R.E.M. It proves
that the group can deliver an
album that is astray from public

expectations, but still holds the
listener like before.
• eyal goldshmid
the central florida future

Are there 1111 Sides to Every Story' •••?
In 1991, Extreme became stars. The band found success in the usual way for a
hard-rock group. They released a ballad, it got play on MN and the rest is history.
More Than Woro's not only found success on rock radio and MN but it also
crossed-over to adult contemporary radio.
It would have been easy for Extreme to release a record packed with similar
acoustic ballads. Instead, the band has released Ill Sides to Every Story. The sides
_ are titled Your's, Mine and the Truth.
Your'sfinds Extreme in their musical element. The songs are funky-rockers driven
by Nuno Bettencourt's guitar wizardry. However, the song lyrics caver a variety of
serious topics. "Warheads," "Rest in Peace" and "Peacemaker Die" are indictments of war... Peacemaker Die" even contains a sample of Martin Luther King, Jr's
WI Have A Dream" speech. "Politicalamity" is a cynical look at the world of politics.
WColor Me Bfind" starts off like an acapella song by Color Me Bad, but transforms
into a hook-filled rocker which calls for an end to racism.

Mine is the mid-tempo portion of the album. "Seven Sundays" is a possible
follow-up to More Than Words. "Tragic Comic" is a happy-go-lucky love-song
with hints of a Beatles influence. The rest of this side is lyrically stimulating but
tends to drag.
The Truth is Extreme's grand experiment. The threfriErt epic begins slowly with
.. Rise 'N Shine." The introspective, .. Am I Ever Gonna Change," picks up pace but
fades cmay into the soundtrack-like introduction to "Wlo Cares?· This song doses
the record with soaring guitars and cries to answer the question, "who cares?"
"Ill Sides to Every Story" shows lyrical growth but the band may be trying to hard
on some songs. The band is expert at placing huge hooks over hard-driving rhythms.
Attempts to exceed this are usually anti-climactic, but the record shows enormous
potential for the future. Don't discount the record because of the experiments, they
may stick after repeated listens.
• steve turner
the central florida future
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Floridians can lea1n hockey
end lines lie at the front of each goal.
Boarding occurs
when
a player takes
Offsides
occurs
when
an
attackingplayer
STAFF REPORTER
crosses his opponent's blue line before the more than two strides
ltistruethathockeyisnotanativesport puck.Offsidespassingoocurs when the puck when preparing to body
to Central Florida due mainly to the fact is passed across any two lines by any player check an opponent into
that lakes in Florida don't seem to get cold to a teammate.
the side boards.
enough to freeze. Still the CFF staff would
Icing the puck occurs when a player
A deke is a quick
like to welcome the NHL and the Tampa shoot.s the puck from behind the center red move used to fake an
Bay Lightning to our Sunshine St.ate.
line across his opponent.s end line at the opponent. Freezing the
Thefollowinginformationexplainssome other end ofthe rink. An icing call results in puck occurs when a
basic rules and hockey terms to new fans. a faceoff in a team's defensive zone. Icing is player ties up the puck
Hockey is played with six men on the ice not called if the goalie leaves his net to play along the boards, forcfor each team: a goalie, two defensive men, the puck, ifthe puck crosses the goal crease, ing a face-off.
one center and two forwards. The game is if a defender could have played the puck or
A power play occurs
played in three 20 minute periods.
if an att.ackingplayerwas in the same zone in a man-advantage
There are three major rules to under- when the puck was shot. Itis legal to ice the situation created when
st.and willhelponefollowthe game. Offsides, puck when a team is ~horthanded.
an opposing team has a
icing, and offsides passing are three rules
There area number ofpenalties that can playerin the penaltybox.
based on five lines on the ice rink.
be called on illegal use of the hockey stick.
Sometimes, hockey
A red line splits the rink in half like Cross-checking, slashing, spearing, trip- players engage in fist
the 50-yard line in football. There is a ping, hooking, and high sticking will all get fights resulting in a
blue line in each zone ofthe rink that lies a player two minutes in the penalty box, five minute penalty in
between the red line and each goal. The otherwise known as the sin bin.
the sin bin.
by Glenn carrasquillo
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The Lightning are starting big in Florida with a
sell-out for their first win. (DeHoogtFuruRE)

Women at key point in season
By Jenni Malone
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In their last road trip of the
season, the UCF women's volleyball team proved that they have
not lost their fight to win.
The Lady Knights broke a fivegame losing streak by defeating
Jacksonville University in three
sets on Wednesday.
. 'We st.arted -off a little shaky,
but then we pulled together and
won," said freshman setter Emily
Quiessar.
The women then traveled to
Louisiana on Friday, where they
faced New Orleans, their most
intense match of the season. The
team lost the first game by two
points, won the second by two
points, but couldn't hold on and

lo~t the final

"Even though we are in the
second half of the season, we are
still dealing with inconsistency
associated with a young team."
The Lady Knights are ranked
sixth in the Trans America Athletic Conference. Emily Bridson
ranks sixth in attacks and blocks,
Quiessar is fourth in setting and
Miriam'Metzcus is fifth in digs.
Now, the women return to the
UCF gym for a month-long home
st.ay. Smith said that the 5-11
record does not reflect the teams
ability. She feels the women are
really solid and will play well at

two games.
'This was our best game,"
Quiessar said. "It was so intense
and everyone played really well."
Next was a two-game st.ay in
Mobile, Alabama, on Saturday.
The women lost to Nicholls State
in three games. Coach Laura
Smith felt that the Joss had an
import.ant impact on the team.
"It was a turning point,"she
said. 'They had to find respect for
themselves and for the team."
The Lady Knight.s went on to
defeat the University of South
Alabama. They lostthefirstgame,
but got it together and won in
three games, only allowing three
points in the final game.
Smith said defense, along with
inexperience, are still the team's
biggest demise. .

horn~.

The women face Stetson, a conference team who is struggling
this season, on Wednesday. Admission to all games is free with a
validated student ID. .

HOCKEY

• Live classes with experienceq instructors
• Hundreds of hours_of audio review
available 7days a week
• Ext~sive home study notes
• No nonsense guarantee
·Industry Leader-53 years experience and
ov.er 2 million graduates

FROM PAGE 11
Tampa Bay lost their second game of the season, 2-1,
when they traveled to play the
Minnesota North Stars Saturday night.
The Lightning have shown
early that they may be better
than the usual punching bag
that is an NHL expansion
team.
Thus far, Florida fans have
shown they will eat up the
hockey action.

SPORTS BRIEFS
UCF will be one of 250 colleges participatingin Timex Fitness week presented by Ocean
Spray, including the world's
largest areobics class to be held
at the UCF Arena on October 22
from 4pm to 6pm.
There will also be the Timex
Condition Competition to test
our students fitness with the
national standards. Three ar
eas wiU be tested; abdominal
stregnth, upper-body stregnth
and a speed quickness competition.
Timex watches will be given
out as prizes and to reward participating students, tee-shirts
will also be awarded, and there
will be free samples of juice.

~lUDENT

TALENT
~OWt:A~E
AUDmON~

* *

OCT 15 6PM SCA
Attention.Vocalists, Instn;i. 'mentalists, and n&ncers!
To be part of the Spectacular Knights Student
Talent Showcase, simply pick up an application
form at the Student Center Main Desk and
secure an Audition time.

For mor~ /nF'«mlft;J()n, aJ1J CAf, l1f; ~~

mcAB::::
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BDARn

UNIVERSITY oF CENrRAL FLORIDA

C
F
St-u.d.e:n.t
Special
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One Month Of Tanning
fqr only $25.

Not Good with Any Other Offer

,-----~-,

I I
I I
I I

Only 19.95 Per Month
With Annual Program

Not Good with Any Other Offer

r

I
I

L_3P~~noo~-~L-~P~~moo~-~

Mon-Thurs
Saturday

Hours
6 am - 11 pm Friday
10 am - 8 pm Sunday

6615 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32807
(407) 658-8000

6 am- lOpm
12 - 5 pm

STUD.ENT
LEGAL SERVICES
~

~
~~

~!j

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STIJDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.

FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY -FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association

Sports
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UCF beats Bay Area

on road State Title
UCF back Rob Gingell blocked
the kick, picked up the ball
SPORTS EDITOR
and ran it in for the Knights'
One week before the State first try.
Championships, the UCF
Gingell booted the point afRugby Team is proving they ter and put UCF up, 7-0.
Minutes later, a penalty on
have what it takes to claim the
State title.
Bay Area allowed Gingell to
The Knights came alive in show of his kicking ability; he
the second half and scored two booted one through the uptrys to defeat the Bay Area rights from midfield near the
Rugby Football Men's Kreue, side line.
24-10.
A checking penalty on UCF
Things looked bad for the minutes later gave the first
Knights midway through the pointsto Bay Area, but UCF
first half when a player was still led at halftime, 10-3.
Bay
Area
ejected.Anejected ~~~~~~~~~
player cannot be
"'Ale needed to opened the second
vvi
halfwithatryand
replaced so the
Knights played
get back OtJ
a conversion kick
down a man for
track. ,,
to tie up the score.
the remainder of
Twenty minutes
later the Knights
the game.
• Jason Williams decided
they
The back line
picked up the
UCF PLAYER
wanted to win the
slack and came up
game and made a
with several good • • • • • • • • • series of good
runs to put the Knights in good passes that allowed Gingell to
scoring position.
break away and run for anFullback Leo Richolson other try.
He converted the kick and
broke loose and came 15-yards
from the try zone before being put the Knights out in front by
tackled. A tackled man must seven.
The team rallied behind
release the ball, and at that
point the other team recovered. Gingell' s score and kept the
But when a Bay Area back penalty-plagued Bay Area out
tried to kick the ball to clear it, of the try zon&.
by Jenny Duncanson

The Knights fought played tough against the Gators ear1ier this season and are gearing up
to face them again in the State Champoinships this weekend in West Palm. coeHoog 1FUTUREJ
Just before the end of the
game, lJ CF put on the finishing touches as Ken Smith found
the try zone and Gingell converted another kick.
While the victory does not
affect the team's standing going into the state tournament,
the win wasveryimportantfor
mental reasons.
"We feel good after today,"
said inside center Jason Williams. "We played good even
with one person down and our
big prop out. We needed to get
back on track [after the loss to

USFJ, because it's going to be
UCF and Florida in the finals
at state again."
The last three seasons have
ended with the same scenario
for the Knights. They are in
first place in the state with the
Gators right behind them.
In 1990 the Knights won
and in 1991 the University of
Florida won the title after beating UCF in the final game.
This yearthe team says they
want it bad and they think
they can win it. They beat
Fiorida earlier this season, 27-

10, and expect to meet them
again in the finals in the championships this weekend in West
Palm Beach, but with a different outcome than last year.
The Knights expect to be the
State Champions and advance
to the Regional tournament in
South Carolina.
"We have to play with the
same intensity as we had when
we played against Florida (last
time)," said UCF prop Joe
Shimko. "I don't think anyone
could have beaten us that
game."

Lightning begin year
with a win at home

Men's team tops the
Stetson Hatters, 3-0
by Andrew Varnon

By Glenn Carrasquillo

STAFF REPORTER

STAFF REPORTER

"I said we'd win today and we did," goalkeeper
Didier Menard said after the game on Wednesday at
Stetson.
Indeed, the Knights came away with a muchneeded second victory of the seaso!l. When the players stepped out on the field at Stetson's Spec Martin
stadium in Deland, their record was 1-4-1.
Tell that to Stetson's Hatters who came away
shut out and victimized by three goals.
Stetson played an offsides trap throughout the
game, a maneuver UCF had seen before against
Drexel University in the first game and first win of
the season. In the offsides trap, the defense plays a
straight back line, pressed aggressively forward,
trying to catch the opposing players offsides. Offsides
occurs when a player is near the opposing goal
without at least one defender and the goalkeeper, or
the ball, between him and the goal.
UCF's offense worked well against Stetson's trap,
getting off 19 shots on goal. With so many opportunities, the Knights could not help but score, and
score they did.
Doug Ferrario lead the charge with the first goal,
a point blank shot assisted by Rod Bitterling in the
first half. In the second half, Paul Kelly, normally a
defender but playing midfield in place ofNate Omodt,
received Bitterling's second assist of the game and
drilled it past Stetson's goalkeeper in the second
half.
Ferrario buried his fifth goal of the season into the
back of the net from the right side of the 18-yard box,
unassisted.
Stetson had a few chances itself, but it wasn't able
to convert them into any goals as Menard picked up
his second shutout of the season. As of the Barry
game in late September, he boasts a 1.67 goalsagainst average, good enough to rank him fourth in

Those creative Northerners have come up with
ab.other way to satisfy their sports appetite in Central FlOrida now that they have hockey in Tampa
Bay.
Sports fans in Central Florida weren't satisfied
with the Orlando Magic and the Tampa Bay Bucs
and still can only dream about a National League
baseball franchise in their backyard. Thank goodness, former New York Ranger, Phil Esposito has
succeeded in head-manning the creation ofthe Tampa
Bay Lightning.
Last Wednesday, the Lightning arrived in grand
fashion after their inaugural game upset victory
over the Chicago Blackhawks. The Lightning pounded
the Blackhawks, 7-3, in front of a raucous crowd that
sold 'Out the Expo Hall.
The Blackhawks were Stanley Cup finalists last
year when they lost the NHL championship to the
Pittsburgh Penguins.
I know s.ome people could care less about hockey,
but then again some people pay money to see monster truck shows and professional wrestling.
The fans at the Expo Hall had hockey and relished
Senior MidfielderDan Cornell prepares to take every minute of it. Between periods many stayed in
their seats to watch the Zamboni machine clean the
on Miami of Ohio at home. (DeHoog 1FUTUREJ
the Trans America Athletic Conference in ice. They really missed hockey and the emotion was
apparent in the Expo Hall
goalkeeping.
"It's great to have hockey back," said one fan who
"We're · very pleased to have beaten
Stetson,"Assistant Coach Warren Russ said. ''The was a northern transplant. ~I followed hockey up
north, but haven't been to a game since I moved to
guys played well."
UCF will try to continue its winning ways against Florida five years ago."
Fans witnessed one of hockey's rare occasions
Miami of Ohio on Friday at4:00 pm at St. Clair field.
when
Lightning forward Chris Kontos recorded a
What does Menard have to say about this one?
"hat
trick"
when he scored three goals in one game.
"I'm going to be right again, of course."
The men's team will then go on the road against Kontos totaled four goals against the Blackhawks.
Jackson ville University and then to a two game stay
HOCKEY continued page 11
at Stetson University.
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